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Abstract—Combining in-car multiple sensors measuring pa-
rameters that can be used to improve both safety and efficiency
with a plethora of external data sources (e.g., traffic conditions,
weather) which, if properly used, can significantly improve the
overall trip experience. One source that can help the navigation
and provide “context awareness”, especially for autonomous
driving, are the High Definition (HD) maps, which have recently
witnessed a tremendous growth of popularity in vehicular tech-
nology and use. As they are limited to a particular geographic
area with respect to a given point along a trip, different portions
need to be downloaded (and processed) on multiple occasions
throughout a given trip, along with the other data from internal
and external sources. We take a first step towards formalizing the
problem of Predicting Map Data Consumption (PMDC) in the
future time instants for a given trip, based on a (time) window
from its history, and investigate the use of Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) networks – a special type of Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN). Significant efforts were focused on generating
an appropriate dataset for this study, towards which we fused the
information available in multiple heterogeneous data sources. We
conducted experimental observations demonstrating the benefits
of the proposed approach.

Index Terms—High Definition Maps, Data Consumption

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Multiple on-board vehicular sensors, along with external
data sources (e.g., traffic, weather), are generating various
data types which, in turn, are enabling multiple functionalities
(efficiency, re-routing), improving the overall trip experience.
One particular source important for the overall navigation
in autonomous and assisted driving settings are the High
Definition (HD) maps [14]. While crucial for improving self-
localization and safety [19], [29], [30] – they are also the
largest consumers of bandwidth and processing power. State-
of-the-art applications using HD maps are still built on the
old chassis – conventional “Standard Definition” (SD) maps,
which consist of road networks, topology and limited road
features/objects attached to links and nodes. However, HD
maps are much richer in terms of the sets (and types) of objects
that they provide.

3D data with higher resolution and accuracy can be ac-
quired from either multi-image reconstruction or point cloud

along with the improvement of acquisition hardware and
algorithms. Multiple objects (“furniture”) are used to help the
autonomous vehicle to make decisions, such as lane bound-
aries, curbs/guardrails, and pole-like objects. Combining these
two aspects (acquisition-end and application-end) amplifies
the impact of (the increase of) the size of the map data,
relative to when the concept of HD maps were first introduced
a decade ago. Nowadays, the HD maps can easily contain
over a thousand voxels (highway scenario) or even tens of
thousands of voxels (urban scenario) per road meter at a higher
resolution, in contrast to dozens of points per road link in
conventional maps [30]. This, in turn, affects the processing
that enables decisions made by the drivers and autonomous
vehicles, as the complexity of many important algorithms (e.g.,
points registration [17] and segmentation [16]), brings them on
the cusp of being computationally over-expensive for certain
application scenarios, given hardware limitations. To tackle
the problem of optimizing the use of ever increasing (demands
for) map data in real-time applications, existing approaches are
mainly focusing on improving data structures and data flow.

Researchers and companies focusing on improving the HD
map structures have proposed their own models to shrink the
size of the data. In general, hierarchical structures are down-
loading different resolutions on demand by various use cases,
which could potentially decrease the data throughput from the
server to the vehicle. Due to the characteristics of HD maps
and the applications using them, downloading (or pre-fetching)
the data for entire trip at once is practically infeasible under
current hardware constrains. This, in turn, implies that data
needs to be downloaded and processed multiple times during a
particular trip – which requires efficient management, based on
various factors related to a particular vehicle and trip. Similar
problems are encountered in hybrid electric vehicle energy
management [5]. If the energy consumption of each trajectory
point can be predicted entirely before the trip, the vehicle itself
can have a better energy management plan to improve fuel
economy (the combination between conventional energy and
renewable energy) and to reduce emissions. However, given
different fluctuations in traffic, even in this scenarios, one
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needs to re-asses the energy consumption in points throughout
the trip. What further complicates the matters is that multiple
external factors (e.g., traffic fluctuations, weather changes,
etc.) may still affect the quality of various predictions in real
time.

In this paper we take a fist step towards considering the
problem of Map Data Consumption (MDC) and introduce the
Prediction of Map Data Consumption (PMDC) for a given trip
(cf. Sec. III. Since, to our knowledge, the PMDC problem has
not been formally addressed (we review the related works in
Sec. II), one of the consequences is that there are no existing
datasets built/collected for this task. To this end, we integrated
dataobtained from multiple sources and studies related to
maps, trips and traffic data. We created a “synthetic city”
dataset (SCD) to be used in both training and experiments.
and checked the use of an LSTM-based approach towards the
PMDC problem (Sec. IV, including additional (internal and
external) data sources. We report on experimental observations
in Sec. V, and give conclusions and directions for future work
in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

We now overview the related works and position the paper
in that context. We recognize that there are works which
have addressed problems related to data use in mobile set-
tings like, for example, data exchange in VANETS [8] and
broadcast/indexing in air [9] – but we respectfully note that
they are complementary to the current scope of the paper.
HD Maps: Typical HD maps consist of at least lane boundary
geometries, road signs and other 3D objects, composed by
points and voxels, attached with other descriptive tags and
information. Due to extremely high level of detail, their
data size is much larger than conventional maps. Real-time
vehicle self-localization is the most popular and critical appli-
cation using HD maps in autonomous driving industry from
the broad perspective of decision/action taking. A safe and
reliable autonomous driving system should take an action
(from observation to decision) no slower than human reac-
tion time – 200 milliseconds to 1 second depends on the
specifics of a particular task [10]. Increased computational
expenses when capturing specific objects (e.g., pole-like ob-
jects, guardrails/curbs, road surface/pavement) or even entire
surrounding environment have been addressed in [12], [18],
[25], [26].
Map Data Consumption: Similar to the definition of energy
consumption in vehicle energy management study, MDC is
based on the size of the maps data that a vehicle needs for
its semi-autonomous or fully-autonomous driving function(s)
at each moment [30]. We note that energy consumption is
a well-studied field, and relevant values (e.g., Joule, the
weight/volume of the petrol/gas) can be measured/quantified
by on-vehicle sensors (and energy density charts) [5].

One possibility to quantify the MDC is by how much
map data the vehicle needs to load for executing real time
applications. Specifically, the vehicle needs to load surround-
ing objects, represented in polygons and grids/voxels – also

known as vector and raster representations respectively. Even
though representing objects in vectors significantly reduces the
size of data and has invariance advantages in scale and shift,
raster representation is still more in real-time autonomous
driving applications since (cf. [30]): (1) sensors (e.g., LIDAR,
depth/stereo cameras) equipped on vehicles acquire raster-like
information directly. (2) most algorithms for autonomous (and
assisted driving) applications, such as the ones used in vehicle
self-localization, need to be fed in raster data. If there are
higher safety requirements, the data resolution of retrieved
voxels per unit area needs to be increased, causing substantial
increase in the size of the map data to be downloaded [30].

The size of object information the vehicle needs is also
highly dependent on the sensors configuration, such as refresh
rate, layout and orientation, angular/spatial resolution, sensing
range, and even vehicle’s motion.

Linear models, such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) have been prediction tasks
for decades [21]. In the fields of geospatial and transporta-
tion, the trajectories data is not only temporally continuous,
but also spatially continuous. Machine Learning (ML) based
approaches, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), RNN
and their variants, have provided successful improvements
in solutions to multiple mobility-related problems and ap-
plications: driver’s behavior prediction [6], [15]; trajectory
data mining/prediction [1], [7], [27], and vehicle speed/energy
consumption prediction [5], [13]; and more broadly, Location
Based Services (LBS) [11], [31].

This paper takes a first step towards addressing the PMDC
problem from the perspective of broader context awareness. As
it has not been studied, one of the tasks was to generate and
HD maps dataset along with trips and traffic datasets, since the
existing HD maps are proprietary and, typically, confined to
smaller geographic areas, and are not integrated with other
(e.g., traffic, road-network) data sources. In this spirit, our
solution also investigates the benefits of including additional
data sources.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A trip li = {〈xij , yij , tj〉|j ∈ [1, . . . , Li]} is a sequence
of time-stamped 2D points, where 〈xij , yij〉 denotes the geo-
location of the jth point of the trip li, in a suitable coordinate
system, and Li denotes the number of trajectory points of the
trip li.

We consider a setting in which at a particular location and
time instant 〈xik, yik, tk〉 of the trip li, the vehicle may need to
use map data. We assume that an HD map, denoted by M , is of
a format M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mp} where each mj contains the
voxels corresponds to single tile in a respective grid partition
of the geographical area of interest. The data associated with
a given vehicle at a particular location is determined by the
tile at which that vehicle is located at the corresponding time
instant. We use I(x,y,t) to indicate the quantity of that data
with respect to a point/location of the trip li at time instant
t. We note that in the cases when t does not correspond to
a value from the trajectory point (i.e., segment end-point at
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some time tk), we use linear interpolation between 〈xik, yik, tk〉
and 〈xik+1, y

i
k+1, tk+1〉 where t ∈ [tk, tk+1], to determine the

corresponding location. We also note that the map dataset
is determined by the corresponding tile. Thus, for each tile
mj , we have a pre-determined HD map data HD(mj) and,
whenever 〈xi, yi〉 is ∈ mj – essentially, Ixi,yi,t a function
of |HD(mj)|. In addition, however, Ix,y,t is dependant on
multiple other parameters pertaining to a specific location (e.g.,
the details of the road segment, lanes, etc.), as well as sensors’
configuration which may be relevant to the specific location
(e.g., the vehicle’s speed, etc.).

When considering a subset of a trip li from the available
datasets, one often faces the issues that the time instants asso-
ciated with recorded locations are not uniformly distributed. In
other words, the sampling intervals and/or data transmission
are not regular in temporal sense (i.e., tj − tj−1 6= tj+1 − tj
in the recorded trip). However, in real time, a particular
vehicle may request data at every time instant. Thus, from the
perspective of learning and prediction, to capture the location
impact at every time instant, one is compelled to consider
(portions of) a trip consisting of n consecutive time instants
starting at some time instant t = tk1

– i.e., {〈xik1
, yik1

, tk1
〉,

〈xik1
, yik1

, tk1+1〉 . . . , 〈xikn
, yikn

, tk1
+(n−1)〉}. As mentioned,

given a trajectory data, we use linear interpolation for this
purpose. However, this setting corresponds to the extreme case
where one may intuitively expect that the map data is loaded at
every single one of those time instants. In reality, the moving
objects need not have downloads at every time instant – i.e.,
they may need only one download per tile, for as long as the
locations are within a single tile. Thus, for a given (subset of
the) trip li, starting at a time instant t and pertaining to the
next n time units, MDC can be defined as:

MDC(li,tk,n) =

j=n∑
j=1

Ixi
kj

,yi
kj

,tk+j

Fig. 1: Illustration of the MDC definition. 〈x, y〉 and li are
omitted.

The concepts are illustrated in Figure 1, showing the
tile structure of an HD map (light-gray dashed squares)
and two consecutive trajectory points 〈xik, yik, tk〉 and
〈xik+1, y

i
k+1, tk+1〉, along with points in consecutive time-

stamps obtained by interpolation, exemplified by the red, green
and purple disks (at times tk, tk + 1 and tk + 2). The PMDC
problem can now be defined as:

Given a location 〈xij , yij〉 of a vehicle with a trip li at
time instant t = tj , and its previous/historical locations
{〈xij−m, yij−m, tj − m〉| m ∈ [1, s]}, where s is the size of
the time-window, predict the data usage at a kth time instant
in the future – MDCli,tj+k.

In reality, if the successive (interpolated or raw) trajectory
points are too close (relative to the download range requested),
overlapped of downloaded tiles may occur, as shown in
Figure 1, red (at time instant tk + 1) and green (tk + 2)
rectangles. This will cause redundant data download as, strictly
speaking, one needs a union of the tiles-data along the trip.
Such considerations (e.g., caching part of the downloaded
data) are left for future work.

We note that, whenever there is no ambiguity, we will omit
certain subscript(s) and/or superscripts. Thus, for example, to
denote the MDC for a specific time instant ti for a given
trajectory l, we will use MDC(l,ti), or even MDCti when
clear from the context. In addition, when we are dealing
with consecutive time-stamps with respect to a known starting
time of a given trajectory, we will simply use MDCj to
denote the jth time unit after the initial time-stamp value of
that trajectory. Similarly, we will use MDC′tj to denote the
predicted value for time instant tj (or, relative to a known
starting point, simply MDC′j).

IV. PMDC: CHALLENGES AND PRELIMINARY
METHODOLOGY

We now describe the challenges for studying PMDC prob-
lem and present an initial LSTM-based approach.
(A) Data Generation: One of the main challenges to investi-
gate PMDC problem is the lack of appropriate data. Towards
that, we had to integrate multiple heterogeneous datasets.
– Traces, traffic and maps: A trace dataset needed to have
the following properties to be used in our experiment: dense
and consistent sampling rate, and large number of traces
acquired across a wider time window. Some public datasets,
such as government released New York Taxi [22] consists
of millions of trips collected during a decade. However, the
sampling rate is extremely sparse – sometime only start/pick-
up and destination timestamps and locations are recorded.
Other trajectory datasets, such as Roma Taxi [2] and T-
drive [28] collect taxi data during a long time period and
consist of plenty of trips. Even though the sampling rate of
these datasets is much higher, it is still at the level of a
several minutes which again, is not high enough to satisfy
real-time requirement. DiDi offers several datasets that meet
the demanding requirements of real-time autonomous driving.
The datasets were collected during 2016, in greater Xi’an city
area and organized in months.

However, to enable experimenting with the other features,
traffic information is also important. Fortunately, DiDi also of-
fers traffic information (travel time index, DiDi TTI) collected
during certain months of 2017 [4].
– Data integration and processing: An SCD is built based
on integrating the given datasets as follows. First of all, a
road map of Xi’an metropolitan area is retrieved from OSM
because, although DiDi TTI comes with a road network map,
it is missing too many road links, which render is unusable.
The bounding box of this map can be further narrowed down
– e.g., in our case, to the downtown area (34.207°, 108.922°),
(34.280°, 109.009°), an 8, 060 meters by 8, 053 meters (lateral)
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Fig. 2: OSM road map of Xi’an downtown (left) and the heat
map of (synthetic) HD map data size per tile/pixel (right).

area to aggregate the density of traces and road network. 1, 814
road links are retrieved in this area, and the visualization is
shown in Figure 2 (left). A consistent misalignment between
DiDi’s coordinate and OSM coordinate is obtained, and man-
ually corrected by aligning several intersections. This enabled
having the map, traffic information, and all trajectory traces
integrated in SCD.
– HD maps generation: There are not many HD map datasets
available in either academia or industry, and none of them
has the ability to cover (larger regions of) an entire city. Our
current work only needs the size of HD maps per unit area (a
tile) or road length. There is a positive correlation between the
size of HD maps per tile, and the number of voxel/occupancy-
grids within a tile.

Define the voxel density as the number of voxels per surface
unit area. We learn the voxel density distribution (at different
resolutions, per unit area) relying on previous work acquired in
Chicago area [30], and then apply this distribution to Xi’an’s
road network to create a synthetic HD maps. The heat map of
the size of the HD map is visualized in Figure 2 (right).
– TTI integration: Due to the fact that the traces data and
traffic information were collected during different years, it
is impossible to fuse them, i.e., assign the TTI information
to each trajectory point directly. To address this issue, we
select the traces [3] and traffic from the same month but
different years, normalize the traffic information (of each link)
during a month to a“weekly calendar”, and project this traffic
information to the traces.
– Feature embeddings: Embedding features in graph rep-
resentation can easily cause the problem of the curse of
dimensionality. Since our task focuses on the PMDC on a
certain route, while the synthetic HD map data is generated
and attached to every unit area on each link, we naturally
concatenate the features of following route after local features.
Theoretically, we can concatenate all the information of the
rest of trajectory points to form an extremely long feature
vector for each trajectory point. However, only a certain length
of future information will used in our experiment, to ensure
that the information is sufficient for the PMDC purpose, while
not being redundant.
(B) LSTM based solution to PMDC: We now proceed with
explaining a simple (preliminary) solution. Firstly, we note that
in our case, the HD maps are represented in higher resolution
tiles. When it comes to the auxiliary data, it includes: (a)
Vehicle motion measurements, including vehicle velocity (2-

D), accelerations (2-D) and location. (b) External and real-
time information, not directly a factor to MDC size, including
traffic speed and traffic indices of each link. (c) Trip global
information, which records the progress (in percentage) of a
trip in time-wise and distance-wise.

Fig. 3: Vehicle features at jth trajectory point (blue dot) and
MDC (blue tiles), combined with previous j− s+1 historical
features and MDCs are fed into the LSTM, to predict PMDC
for the next distance (yellow tiles).

Given a trip li = {〈xij , yij , tj〉|j ∈ [1, . . . , Li]}, a feature
vector at each trajectory point can be represented as vi =
{〈xij , yij , bij , a

j
j , g

i
j , tj〉‖j ∈ [1, . . . , Li]}, where bij , aij , and gij

denote internal, external and global features at jth trajectory
point of trip li. More specifically, bij is a combination of
vehicle’s motion (a function of 〈xij , yij〉 and 〈xij+1, y

i
j+1〉) and

surrounding HD maps (mj). One may argue that, in theory,
using bij only is sufficient to predict the MDC (i.e., MDC itself
is a function of geo-locations and HD maps), which makes
the problem roughly equivalent to a speed prediction or next-
location prediction problem. Furthermore, aij is introduced to
describe the external and real-time features at jth trajectory
point, such as traffic indices, speed and link categories ahead of
current geo-location. Last but not least, a trip global informa-
tion gij indicates the trip status/progress if the trip destination
is known. In our experiments (cf. Section V), three feature
combinations will be used: vij = {bij |〈bij , aij〉|〈bij , aij , gij〉}.

Given its effectiveness in summarizing the contextual infor-
mation from sequential data, we utilize LSTM to encode the
trajectory knowledge from historical points, and each trajec-
tory point j ∈ Li of a trip li is an LSTM time step. Inspired
by the usage of word embeddings and sliding windows in
natural language processing studies, we generate the trajectory
embeddings at each trajectory point using various addressed
featurization techniques and use the embeddings in a moving
sliding window to forecast the MDC at the future trajectory
point continuously.

LSTM cell at time step j (relative to the starting time
instant) of one trajectory path, taking trajectory embeddings
vj LSTM(hj−1, cj−1, vj , yj−1)), is defined as follows:

ej = σ(We[hj−1, cj−1, vj , yj−1] + de)

fj = σ(Wf [hj−1, cj−1, vj , yj−1] + df )

oj = σ(Wo[hj−1, cj−1, vj , yj−1] + do)

c̃j = tanh(Wc[hj−1, cj−1, vj , yj−1] + dc)

cj = fj ∗ cj−1 + ej ∗ c̃j
hj = oj ∗ tanh(cj)

(1)
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Drivers # Trips # Median
time (s)

Median
distance (m)

Raw 523,881 3,069,317 414 2,052
MM 311,228 433,119 397 2,035
Filtered N/A 113,976 530 2,504

TABLE I: Number of drivers, number of trips, median trip
time and trip distance of the raw dataset, map-matched (MM)
set and the final filtered set.

The input, forget, and output gates are ej , fj , and oj respec-
tively; the hidden state hj indicates the sequential embeddings
and cj represents the contextual embeddings. c̃j denotes the in-
termediate embeddings carried out from input contexts. Weight
matrices We,Wf ,Wo,Wc and bias vectors de, df , do, dc are
shared across different trajectories {li}.

Suppose that the sliding window is of size s. The hidden
state of our vanilla multivariate LSTM with sliding windows
LSTM(j) is obtained by the following recursive function:

hj = LSTM(hn−1, cn−1, vn, yn−1), n ∈ [j − s+ 1, j] (2)

The initial state h0 is a tensor padded with 0s. Similarly, when
j < s the feature embeddings are padded with 0s. We connect
hj with a stack of fully connected layers φ(j), for generating
the predicted MDC value MDC′j (noting that the objective
function is the l2 loss between MDC′j and MDCj):

MDC′j = ([hj , {MDCn}]) (3)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now present the empirical results and discuss the
impacts of different step lengths and features being used, as
well as training models (LSTM, and RNN). Note that, in the
sequel we use a 2-character abbreviation to denote experiment
setup combination. The first character is numerical and denotes
the number of steps; the second character denotes the type of
features being used: B for basic internal feature (vj = bj), A
for external features (vj = 〈bj , aj〉) and T for global features
added (vj = 〈bj , aj , gj〉), where ‖bj‖, ‖aj‖ and ‖gj‖ are
29, 60 and 2 respectively. For example, 5A stands for the
experiment setup with using 5 steps and external features.
The learning models used in our experiments share the same
configurations: the dimentionality and batch size are 256 and
32, respectively; the dropout between fully connected layers
is 0.2 with using ReLU as the activation function; and the
learning rate is 5e−6. Table I shows the numbers of drivers,
trips, and median trip time and distance of each trip processing
step. We use 113, 976 high quality trips in our experiments.

All of our source code of data generation, processing and
learning, as well as a portion of the data are available at https://
github.com/zangandi/pmdc. For the “raw” data, please consult
with DiDi Gaia Initiative and apply for the TTI and trips data
access (to which our code can be directly applied).

A. Empirical Results

In the sequel, we compare the performance among various
features and model combinations, and show plots of results
in naive metric in Figure 4. The plots are generated using

Fig. 4: Prediction performances of selected training setups.
Each plot is normalized to 100 poses and presenting the
median performance of entire test set of each pose.

LSTM RNN
MAPE MSE MAPE MSE MAPE MSE

1B 1.07 1.53 5B 0.318 0.379 5B 0.326 0.381
1A 0.38 0.43 5A 0.294 0.372 5A 0.331 0.376
1T 0.33 0.399 5T 0.288 0.369 5T 0.335 0.376

TABLE II: Selected MAPEs and MSEs of different feature,
step and model combinations.

the entire test set, and all trips are normalized into a 100-
pose trip for a better visualization. We note that in our trip
processing step, we have already filtered out all the trips with
fewer than 100 poses. As mentioned in Section IV, the MDC
generated from our SCD is a function of vehicle’s location and
HD maps (only). Using the most basic features is sufficient
to predict the MDC of each pose. According to Figure 4,
with adding external features (aj), the prediction performance
is significantly improved. Another observation is, a huge
performance drop appears at the end of a trip, no matter which
combination of vj = bj or vj = 〈bj , aj〉, steps and learning
model is being used. The feature (vj = 〈bj , aj , vj〉) introduced
in previous sections can significantly fix the performance drop.
The experiment also shows a longer historical steps leads to
a higher prediction performance.

B. Metrics and Result Analysis

To systematically evaluate the prediction results of a time
series regression problem, assessment criteria such as Mean
Absolute Error (MAE), Percentage Error (PE), Scaled Error
(SE) and their variants are widely used [20]. Compared to
MAE (and its variants) – a scale-dependent error metric, which
has advantages in evaluating single time series or multiple time
series with the same units in similar orders of magnitudes, and
SE-like evaluation metrics – the metrics show advantages in
comparing accuracy across series with different units, PE-like
evaluations are more suitable in our case [24]. Because the
MDCs across the series are with same unit, but the orders
of magnitudes are significantly affected by different locations,
vehicle motion and configuration – sometime they cover over
three orders of magnitude. Define error of the MDC prediction
at jth trajectory point (of a trip li) as: ej = MDC′j −MDCj ,
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where MDC′j denotes the MDC prediction value at trajectory
point j ∈ [1, Li − 1]. We note that, ideally, at the end of a
trip, MDC’j = 0, and MDCj+1 does not exist, so we will
ignore this term because we use PE-like measures. Given PE
at pj = 100 × ej/MDCj , and a trip li ∈ T where T is our
test set, the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) can be
defined as MAPEj = mean(|pj |), j ∈ [1, Li − 1]. A detail
result of selected experiment setups is presented in Table II.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We identified and addressed a novel problem of vehicular
data consumption in the settings of HD maps. Specifically,
we formalized the MDC aspect and targeted the solution
to the PMDC problem via LSTM. We also considered the
potential benefits of including different internal and external
parameters in the feature space. Part of the efforts addressed
the issue of fusing different types of data from multiple
sources in order to create a “synthetic city”. Last but not least,
we conducted experiments comparing the impact of different
feature combinations on the effectiveness of PMDC. As ML
based approaches for vehicles data consumption have not been
investigated, one of the issues to be addressed in the future
is creation of relevant datasets since, in the short term, it
is unlikely that one could expect HD maps covering larger
portion of cities. Additionally, as mentioned in Section III,
one task is to incorporate the aspect of data caching in
the overall prediction of data consumption and incorporate
uncertainty [23]. Last, but not the least, an interesting problem
is to generate a model for speed recommendation based on
the limits of data download. Specifically, given a limit on
bandwidth availability in particular segments of the trip, for
safety, an autonomous vehicle should decrease the speed or,
if possible, alert the driver to take the control [32].
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